SHARE Program
Recognizing Excellence

SHARE’s **Challenge Coin Program** is our way of recognizing the men and women who are part of the “system of care” and have achieved the ultimate goal: *Saving a life!*

*Please contact Carol Gibbs for Challenge Coin recognition at Survivor Celebrations @

cgibbs@shc.arizona.edu

Shawn W. - Gilbert Fire and Police  
Janie P. – AHA Birthday Celebration  
Jesus M. – Mesa Fire

Don S. - AEMS Conference  
Ed B. and Gilbert Fire  
Myron S. – Happy Trails Resort
Joe A. and Life Team - St. Joseph’s Hospital

Larry C. – Sedona Fire

Robert B – Wife Linda – West Valley Hospital

Matt C. – AJFD

Pete P. – AJFD

Rick P. – Peoria Fire

Tom O. – Clarkdale-Cottonwood Fire
David B. – Maricopa Fire

Jose G. – Goodyear Fire

Northwest Tucson (19yr. old Survivor) – Southwest Ambulance Crew

Bill A. and Casa Grande Life-Saving Team

Survivors: Bill A., Brandon G., Ron R., Bobby R.